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SPECIAL INVESTIGATION

Criminals in our
classrooms

By LOIS CAIRNS

A teacher convicted of an
indecent assault against
a student is one of many
convicted criminals still
working in the classroom,
a Sunday Star-Times
investigation has found.
Serious criminal
convictions that have
been reported to the
Teachers Council, include:
Indecent assault on a
student
Threatening to kill
Assault on a female
Common assault
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Assault with weapons
Possessing
objectionable material
Grievous bodily harm

Education Minister calls for inquiry / News, A2

Academic with links to sex abusers
silent on role in drafting ACC rules
By TIM HUME

CONCERNS ARE being raised over changes
at ACC that denied sex crime victims
access to treatment.
Critics allege the changes were partly
based on advice from an academic who is
married to a sex offender.
Auckland University medical and
health sciences faculty professor Felicity
Goodyear-Smith was one of the authors of
a 2005 paper on sexual abuse counselling
funded by ACC.
She is the daughter-in-law of Centrepoint community leader and convicted
paedophile Bert Potter. His son, her hus-

band John, was jailed in 1993 on historic
charges of indecent assault at Centrepoint.
Her paper recommended a diagnosis of
mental injury, as defined by the American
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual, be
made at the outset of treatment. Last year
ACC accepted that criteria for those
seeking support, denying hundreds of
victims counselling and outraging
counsellors, who said labelling sex crime
victims mentally ill was stigmatising and
unethical.
New Zealand Association of Psychotherapists’ sensitive claims spokesman
Kyle MacDonald said there were ‘‘obvious

parallels’’ between the new rules and the
research, and his group was opposed to
Goodyear-Smith’s involvement in ACCcommissioned sexual abuse research.
The mental injury diagnosis was not
included in a 2008 Massey University
guideline, a widely accepted document
outlining best practice in the sexual abuse
field, which ACC says guided its policy.
Last year’s changes saw a drop in sexual abuse claims, prompting ACC Minister Nick Smith to set up a review panel
that reports next month, but ACC has
already reinstated 16 hours of counselling
for victims.
Goodyear-Smith, who lived for years
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on Centrepoint land, working as the community’s GP, is an outspoken critic of sexual abuse counselling, saying it can be as
damaging as sexual abuse itself, and once
telling a newspaper the ‘‘ACC scam’s one
of the biggest there is’’.
She is the founder of a support group
for men accused of sex crimes, and has
acted for them in the courts and the
media over the past 16 years.

Counsellor Barri Leslie – herself a former Centrepoint member – alleges
Goodyear-Smith provides ‘‘an academic
veneer’’ for attitudes similar to Bert
Potter’s.
‘‘It’s outrageous she’s been commissioned by ACC in the area of sexual
abuse counselling,’’ she said.
A special investigation in today’s
Focus outlines similarities between Bert
Potter’s and Goodyear-Smith’s positions,
including that not all sexual activity
between adults and children is damaging.
ACC told the Star-Times last year it
had not commissioned research from
Goodyear-Smith but now admits it did.
Smith’s spokesman distanced him from
the research, saying it occurred three
years before he became minister, and that
he had no information on the matter. ‘‘The
minister does have concerns about the
pathway and that is why he established
the independent clinical review panel.’’
Goodyear-Smith would not be interviewed for the story.

THE DAUGHTER of Sir Edmund Hillary
says a new film that suggests British
mountaineer George Mallory got to
the summit of Mt Everest first does
not detract from her father’s
achievements.
The film, The
Wildest Dream,
examines
the
enduring mystery
over
whether Mallory
did
conquer
Everest in 1924.
It does not provide a definitive
answer, but it
does throw up
SIR EDMUND
some new angles
and shows he
could have made it to the top 29 years
before Hillary and his climbing partner Sherpa Tenzing Norgay.
Speaking to the Sunday StarTimes yesterday, Sarah Hillary said
the issue of whether Mallory had
beaten her father to the summit of
the world’s tallest mountain had been
the source of much debate for years,
and her father had always had a
relaxed approach to the issue.
‘‘His view was that he had got 50
good years out of being conqueror of
Everest and, whatever happened, he
wasn’t particularly worried. That’s
my feeling as well.’’
Sarah Hillary would be keen to see
the film: ‘‘It was extremely difficult to
climb mountains in those days. When
you think about what they had to go
through without any equipment . . . it
is unbelievable what they achieved.
It’s all very fascinating.’’
Mallory was last seen alive 240m
from the summit of Everest on his
third attempt on the mountain. The
question has always been whether he
was going up or coming down.
The idea for The Wildest Dream
came after news reports in 1999 that
climber Conrad Anker had found
Mallory’s body in the ‘‘death zone’’ of
the mountain, where around 40
bodies jut out of the icy surface.
Everything was there, apart from a
photograph of Mallory’s wife, Ruth,
which the explorer had vowed to
leave at the summit.
For the movie, the director
Anthony Geffen filmed Anker and a
young British climber, Leo Houlding,
as they recreated Mallory and Sandy
Irvine’s climb up the difficult north
approach.
Geffen, told Britain’s Guardian
newspaper: ‘‘What is great about this
mystery is that it will probably
remain a mystery, and our intention
was never to solve it. He got higher
than anybody else before him.’’
Liam Neeson narrates the movie,
while Ralph Fiennes voices Mallory
and, in her last film before her death
from a skiing accident, Neeson’s wife
Natasha Richardson voices Ruth.
A New Zealand release has yet to
be finalised.
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